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Our Rights
● We have the right to a good education

● We have the right to an education which 
develops our personality, respect for others’ 
rights and the environment



Learning is Challenging

What does this sentence say?

Xf    bmm    hp    uv    ljmdsfhhbo    qsjnbsz    
tdippm.



Problem Solving
Clue:

Each word has the same amount of letters as the sentence when it is 
correct.

Can you solve it now?

Xf    bmm    hp    uv    ljmdsfhhbo    qsjnbsz    
tdippm.



Problem Solving
Clue:

The letters are 1 letter after the letter needed to make the sentence make 
sense.

Can you solve it now?

Xf    bmm    hp    uv    ljmdsfhhbo    qsjnbsz    
tdippm.



Learning is Challenging
● Sometimes we can feel anxious about learning something 

new
● Sometimes we can get frustrated that we can’t do 

something
● Sometimes we feel annoyed that others can do things we 

can’t

THAT IS OK! FEELING THIS WAY MEANS WE ARE TRYING.



What is Learning?
We know we are learning when we realise we can do something we 
weren’t able to do before but can do it now.

Think of something you can do now that you couldn’t do at the 
beginning of the year. Things like zipping up your coat, tying your 
shoelaces, multiplying numbers, working as a group without 
arguing are all things you have learning to do. They don’t just 
happen.



Top Tips for Learning
● Remember learning can be tough
● Learning needs you to think hard and concentrate
● Learning means you need to do things more than once, maybe even every 

day for a few weeks
● Learning can be quick or take a long time
● We all learn at different speeds
● We are all good at different things
● Staff in school and nursery help you be a good learner. Parents,friends  

and families also help you learn
● It is great fun!



Successful Learners
To be a successful learner you need to:

1. Be positive. Think I CAN DO THIS!
2. Be resilient. If you get things wrong - that’s ok. Just try again.
3. Let others help you get it right.
4. Don’t worry!
5. TRY!
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